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Introduction: 
A negotiation is a dialogue between two or more parties, which aims to solve 
arguments as efficiently as possible. ‘Efficiency’ means less bloodshed, fairer 
solutions, less time wasted, and more collective benefit.  
 
Rather than negotiating like a hard-talking, browbeating and uncompromising  
individual, we want you to use a more sophisticated method: integrative negotiation 
(also known as principled negotiation). Principled negotiation advocates joint 
attempts to reconcile both parties’ interests, and advance their mutual interests as 
much as possible.  In principled negotiation, you can just be yourself. 
 
The seven elements of principled negotiation are: 
-alternatives 
-interests 
-options 
-legitimacy 
-commitments (or solutions) 
-communication 
-relationship 
 
This manual will mainly address interests, options and commitments. The other four 
elements will be integrated throughout! 
 

 
There are four negotiators, Nego 1,2,3 and 4. Nego 1 and 2 are one team, and 
Nego 3 and 4 are another team. All are wearing suits and each sits opposite each 
other on a table.  
The four negotiators walk in. They all shake hands. They all say hi, and exchange 
names.  

 
Nego 1: “As you know, my partner and I represent the interests of Mr Joseph 
Johnson…” 

 
Nego 2:  “…and we come today intending to negotiate in good faith.” 

 



 

Nego 3: “Likewise, we represent the interests of Mr James Thomas, and we also 
come in good faith.” 

 
Nego 4: “Today, I’m confident we can come to a mutually beneficial agreement.” 
 
 
 
Interests:  
 

So you've been asked to represent a record company. In the information you've 
been given, you've been told all sorts of things; poor financial performance, 
corporate governance issues, once devoted singers leaving the company for a 
competitor, and a strong shift to the downloading of music. How do we effectively 
represent the record company? What's important among all of this information? 
Should I just focus on major incident? What do I say? How do I say it? 
 
I guess a simple answer is that you should represent your client's interests. What are 
interests? Alan Limbury phrases it nicely: "the positions we take (what we say we 
want) may be seen as ways of meeting our underlying interests (why we say we 
want things)". Positions are what we want, while interests are why we want 
something! So say, on a hot day, where we are all sweating inside while watching the 
cricket, what we want (our position) might be to open the window or take our shirt 
off. Why we want to do these things is our underlying interest, in this case, to feel 
comfortable. This concept draws upon the fact that in focusing too literally on 
something, we often lose sight of why we want it in the first place. Do we want 
McDonalds in particular? Or are we just hungry? Do we want high marks? Or do we 
just want what marks can attain, eventual financial stability? There are important, 
subtle differences here. Always focus on interests! If we do so, many arguments can 
be avoided and creative solutions suggest themselves!  
 
Clients have many interests in each negotiation, and often the most powerful ones 
are basic human needs like recognition, personal autonomy or financial stability.  But 
at the same time, we should not be too general in identifying interests. Each case 
brings a new, unique set of facts. So if we have a record company, for example, its 
interests might be:  
-the recognition and public appreciation of its brand.  
-to maintain the good relationships it has with its artists.  
-to contribute to the development of locally produced music.  
All of these constitute its interests.  
 
Because, interests inform where each party stands and what they want, smooth 
negotiations often transition from representing interests, then to presenting 
options, and then to creating solutions.  However, this is not prescriptive, it is only a 
guide. 
 
However, that being said, a minimum structure is very important. Having too much 
‘structure’ can come at the expense of a working relationship. An ‘agenda’ can be 



 

unnecessarily constrictive. At the same time, having too little structure creates little 
progress. Think of arguments we have with our relatives, we transition from 
interests to options to solutions to options to interests in a strange pattern! Think “I 
want to go out tonight, mummy!” “No, you can’t! I told you, never during the school 
week!” “Can’t I go out just this once! Term’s finished!” “No, I just want you to stay 
safe!” “I will be safe, and I’m going out that’s final! Don’t worry I’ll do the chores for 
the next week!’ “I never agreed to that! Don’t you care about how worried I feel 
when you’re out in the city?” yada yada yada. As far as structure goes, I would 
suggest: 
 
Interests  Options  Solutions 
 
Both teams are seated.  
Nego 1: I think a good way to start off negotiations today, would be to outline the 
basic interests of both parties. Start from scratch, but make sure both parties on 
the same page. Hopefully, we can make up for the fractured communication 
between our parties! 
 
Nego 3: Definitely, I think fractured communication is half of the issue! 
 
Nego 2: If you have any questions regarding anything being said, feel free to 
interject, and just ask! 
 
Nego 1 (nodding): Yes, definitely. 
 
So what are some tips about the discussion and representation of interests?  
 

 Put it near the beginning the negotiation! In discussing interests, it 
provides a good time for both sides to collate as much information as 
possible about each other as to formulate the best solution! Not only 
that, genuinely discussing interests also creates a good working 
relationship between the parties, which is useful later on! 

 Be emotional about interests, but do so respectfully! Being emotional 
does not mean excessive yelling, or excessive melodrama. Being 
respectful means that you maybe avoid blaming the other side for your 
problems, no matter how evil or terrible they may be.  

 So consider negotiations between say, Exxon Mobil and a community 
who live near the Bass Strait. The community threatens to bring Exxon 
Mobil to court over an offshore oil rig. A negotiation ensues. 
Consider the community’s representation of their interests: 

Nego 2: “Thanks to you and your stupid oil rig, your pollution will suffocate all the 
snapper in the Bass Strait!” says a lawyer, who lifts the table and pushes it over.   
 
Vs. 
 
Nego 1:“Our main interest today is to preserve the Bass Strait’s biodiversity. 
Besides being an eye sore, it’s a fact: excessive sewage, excessive dredging and 



 

excessive pollution is threatening the biodiversity of the area. The fact is, the 
water’s biodiversity is so essentially linked with the ecological character in that 
area – it is so important! Imagine how many people are dependent about this river. 
Fishing is their livelihood. What about drinking water?   

 
It even surprises them how quickly things are changing. The people nearby say they 
can feel the changes. The ocean doesn’t sparkle as much. The usual sounds of life 
occasionally become a dull rumble. But I guess out of sight and out of mind is the 
life in the ocean, no? Snapper, seagrass, whiting… another world. Think about it, 
out of sight, out of mind. Again, so many things are dependent on the natural 
cycle, it cannot be touched. As such, I want the issue of this water’s biodiversity 
resolved by the end of the 50 minutes today, whatever happens!” 
 
This example is by no means ideal. Make interests come alive! Use anecdotes! So for 
the previous example, maybe you could have told a story from the perspective of a 
fisherman or a scuba diver. 

 When the other side is discussing their interests, demonstrate genuine 
active listening.  Active listening means being mentally engaged in what 
the other speaker is saying, and physically encouraging them to speak.  
Pay attention to your posture: for instance, have an open posture and 
keep good eye contact. You can also encourage speaking through 
nonverbal gestures, like a nod. Try to understand their context. Don’t be 
afraid to ask relevant follow-on questions or clarifying questions!  Try not 
to selectively paraphrase or crudely summarise their messages. Clarifying 
questions are particularly important. Don’t advise, judge or dismiss 
people while asking them! 
“Tell me more about that day you visited the water/ heard from the 
locals?” “Do you mean that you were fired when you shut down your 
operations in Gulf of Mexico?” 

 Prioritise your interests in the discussion. Maybe you will start with the 
least contentious to get on a good start, maybe you will start with the 
most contentious if communication has previously been frustrated! Either 
way, allocate time proportional to its importance! 
 

Nego 1: “I guess our client has three main issues. He has financial problems, at the 
moment, my actor’s niche role in the science fiction industry isn’t paying off. He 
also has health issues, not only from the stress of it all, but also from the recent 
break up of his marriage. But his main interest will always be his reputation, the 
Anderson name! And this is what we still start with today! I don’t care what 
happens, but by the end of today, I want this issue resolved – I want to remember 
he only received the Academy Award only 2 years ago! “ 

 

 Do some research! Research your side’s interests so you can understand 
them so you have a better understanding! Even better, anticipate the 
other sides, and research appropriately as to help anticipate some 
possible solutions you can bring to fore. 



 

 Build rapport! Besides being empathetic, pay attention to their tone of 
voice, body language, as well as their beliefs and morals! Imitate their 
style of speaking! Not only that, emphasise common ground! Use 
everything you can to accurately identify needs and satisfactions.  

 Interests are not necessarily things that can be addressed in the final 
agreement like an apology, quick payment, or the avoidance of publicity. 
Interests might also be something emotional, which can be addressed 
effectively in the discussion itself! These are called needs. Needs include 
showing power, saving face, payback, a forum to be heard and 
acknowledged! This is why active listening is so important! Without it, 
you cannot effectively address needs! 

 Evidently, the interests stage is not just a cool, calm, and calculated two 
side discussion. 

 
 

Both teams are seated. 
 
Nego 1: Fantastic! It never occurred to me that our interests were so closely 
aligned. I really think something productive can be made from this! 
 
Nego 3: Agreed! How about we start talking in terms of options! 
 
Nego 2: And we reserve judgment of the options for later, of course! 
 
Nego 3: Sounds good!  
 
 
Options:  
 
Options are possible courses of action you can take address mutual interests. There 
is often no one super option, so chuck as many as possible on the table and pick 
later! How do we do this most productively? 

 How do we introduce them? Make your intentions explicit and clear. Tell 
them you want to just put options on the table. You will reserve judgment 
for later, and make sure that maximum gain is obtained! The more 
options introduced, the more there are to choose from! 

 Options should also address the common ground, satisfactions, and 
needs expressed in the interests stage! 

 At this stage, you do not need to elaborate too much. Just set out the 
idea, like the oil rigging company should give a percentage of profits to 
the community, or the oil company should enforce certain environmental 
restrictions when drilling. The exact details can be worked out later. 
Reserve judgment of each idea, because judgment can inhibit creativity. 

 Dovetail! The best options are formed by ‘dovetailing’: that is, making 
allegedly different interests complement each other. For instance, if a 
singer may have an interest in attaining fame again, and a record label is 



 

interested in diversifying its music collection, the two could perhaps 
cooperate to perform a concert if circumstances permit. 

Think about a game of Monopoly: 
 
Nego 1: “Now, I need those reds! I need that complete set! I don’t think I can 
survive another landing on those stations, I need property now!” 
 
Nego 3: “Tell me about it! I have too many properties! What I really need is more 
cash! I gotta build! NOW!” 
 
Both: “Hey! Hold on….” 
 
Solutions: 
 

 Turning an option into a real solution involves deciding its finer details, so 
instead of an idea it becomes something of real life substance. So an 
option might be the quick payment of cash. A solution would ask: how 
much cash? For things that don’t have degrees, the question might be:  

 ‘provisional or unconditional”, it might be “binding or optional”. To 
decide these questions both parties should use objective criteria. 
Objective criteria are standards of ‘fairness’ and are convincing tools 
when justifying the details of ideas. Objective criteria can be scientific 
findings, legal precedent, professional standards, market price, 
reciprocity… etc. This is not an exhaustive list. In applying these 
standards, ask yourself for instance, Should money payment be 
proportional to the market value of the loss of biodiversity, or should it 
compared to negotiations the oil rigging company has had with other 
communities? Why is my objective criteria a fairer (or better) indicator 
than the other side’s? So while it’s about persuading, negotiators should 
also confront the fact that NUMEROUS objective criteria can be valid!  

Two lawyers discussing a pair of shoes on the table.  
Nego 1: “On ebay, its worth around $90.” 
  
Nego 3: “But yeah, that ‘s ebay!  My mum says its worth $150! At least that’s how 
much I bought it for.”  
 
Nego 2: “Yes, but that’s in perfect condition! There’s a bump in this shoe…” 
 
Nego 4: “What bump?” 
 
Nego 1 grabs the shoe and smashes it on the table. “That one.” 
 

But remember, it’s all about the process! What do I mean? Anything of 
substance in a negotiation should be fairly decided, and one side should 
not dictate terms to the other. Both parties should cooperate.  

 How do I clinch it? An option becomes a tangible commitment, if you give 
evidence that the other party will comply. However, in the space of 50 



 

minutes, it can be hard for both sides to commit to a signed, written 
agreement. But you do not necessarily need paper! Don’t get desperate! 
Don’t try to bludgeon them into agreeing! Don’t rush into an agreement! 
50 minutes is too short a time, and it’s perfectly acceptable to not even 
reach that stage! What’s important is not a solution, but a quality 
solution! 

 But, even if you do have a written agreement, you need to give proof that 
it will be committed to. If you involve the other side in the creation of 
options and solutions, that sense of ownership will prevent them 
reneging. A fair, equitable solution enhances commitment! A good party-
to-party relationship also enhances commitment. Maybe the suggestion 
of material benefits upfront will enhance commitment. ;) These factors 
are also important in real life negotiation, and as such, adjudicators will 
give them significance. 

 When agreeing to your solutions, never accept anything lower than your 
BATNA! Your BATNA is the best alternative to a negotiated agreement! 
Your BATNA is what you would do if negotiations suddenly terminated. 
Don’t accept anything below your BATNA or what’s the use of 
negotiating! So, if you could buy a car for cheaper price from a dealer you 
know, go for that! It is important because it gives an idea of your 
bargaining power. Look for ways of improving it (even while negotiating)! 
Look for ways of legitimately reminding the opposition their BATNA is not 
as good as they thought! 

 
 
If this stage is still getting out of hand, there are still many tools to use. Here are two. 
If the other side is being too emotive or tangential, reframe the argument. According 
to Ury, Reframing means redirecting the other side’s attention away from positions 
and toward the task of identifying interests, inventing creative options, and 
discussing fair standards for selecting an option.  
Nego 1 chucks a paper plane into his opposite negotiator. 
 
Nego 3, just lets the plane hit him/her without flinching. 
 
Nego 1 chucks another paper plane. 
 
REFRAME  
 
Then, nego 3 says: “Trust me, I’d also like this issue of my client’s financial issues to 
simply fly away! You know that more than anyone!” 
 
Or be funny, to transition to approaching the problem: “Chuck Norris threw his first 
paper plane at the age of four. It landed yesterday!” 
 
If they are being obstinate, perhaps reality-test the solution! Try to get them to see 
that better realise the consequences of disagreement. As Ury says, ‘ask questions 



 

designed to get them to think through the impact of not reaching agreement. Let 
reality be their teacher.”  
-“What do you think I will do?”  
-“What do you think will happen if we don’t agree?” 
 
 
Self reflection? 
Self-reflection is not just an opportunity to ‘justify’ or ‘correct’ what has happened. It 
is also an opportunity to discuss what could have been improved (like the 
advancement of certain interests, and certain aspects of the working relationship). A 
focus on this will be rewarded.  
 

Other Tips? 
 
Confidential Information?  
In each round, you are given some confidential information, specific to your client. 
Whereas the key temptation is to not say anything, it presents a nice opportunity to 
build trust! Obviously only confide something that serves your client’s interests, or is 
not material to the negotiation. So I might disclose that the owner of the oil rig likes 
the Beach Boys (who doesn’t?). If the other party exposes a small position, or you 
take advantage of it or respond with a silence, they may feel ‘burnt’- an opportunity 
to develop trust is gone. Trust often builds trust, and is needed to drive the 
argument forward.  
 
The sound of silence 
As well as inviting criticism and questioning, silence can also help elicit information 
from the other side. This is because silence might be understood as ‘awkward’. In 
response, people often ‘fill the void’ with useful information that allows us to better 
understand their intentions, weaknesses, strengths and other useful things, often 
unintentionally. More information about the other side means we can better 
understand their bargaining position. Don’t use silence excessively, time it well. 
Sometimes the other side just might want to vent their frustrations! Maybe they 
don’t want you to talk, just stay silent! 
 
Appreciate the negotiation at a process and a procedural level  
There are broadly three dimensions to a negotiation: the substantive issues (so what 
is the final agreement), the relationship issues, and the process procedural issues. 
Each dimension interplays with one another, and each is more relevant at certain 
times. But, in focusing so much on the agreement, we often lose sight of how we get 
there. You might have the best agreement possible, but if the other side were not 
respected as equals in the process, it does not matter, they will still say “no”.  
 
As Ury reminds us, unfair procedures, or the dominance of your side over them, may 
make the other side feel as if the agreement was ‘not their idea’. It might also be 
overlooking their basic interests like reputation. Unfair procedures may also make 
them the other side fearful of losing face, or make their decision seem “too big and 



 

too fast”. Even if they do ‘agree’ to lopsided terms, there is no guarantee they will do 
anything. Both sides need ownership over the process, at every step of the way.  
 
Remember, we cannot be too prescriptive, simply because a negotiation presents 
too many possibilities! Also, the sense of ownership that comes with developing 
your own style is what makes it fun, and ultimately makes you a convincing 
negotiator! 
 
 
The break? What for? 
The 5 minute break, for which the timer continues, can be used whenever you like. It 
might be useful when you reach your trip wire or reach stranger territory. You might 
use it to help repair a negotiating relationship. Perhaps, use it when people are 
entrenched in positions as a means to give everybody a breath of fresh air, diffuse 
the tension, or artificially ‘save face’. Evidently, when to break is a matter of 
judgment.  
 
Relationship Between the Parties (Why is it important?) 
 
In many circumstances, the relationship between the parties can be just as 
important as the negotiation itself. In real life, parties may want to meet again, and 
each said may have different constituents, higher ups, boards of directors or 
committees who are interested in this relationship. 
In the competition, it can seem ‘too easy’ to make this relationship, mainly because 
the competition is suspended from the real world. We aren’t tied up by own beliefs 
and prejudices, because most competitors haven’t truly experienced what they are 
negotiating. Also, the two parties, in the literal sense, do not meet again in future. 
However, that is no excuse for diminishing its importance – the competition is meant 
to prepare you for the real world.  
 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Evidently, in negotiations, you learn the skill of being able to solve arguments as 
efficiently as possible! And who wouldn’t want that! Expand your skillset now! And 
remember, the knowledge you gain from the competition, not your win or loss ratio, 
is what carries onto later life!  
 
Immerse yourself in UNSW Skills in 2014!  
Good luck! 
 
 


